EHR Documentation all at the Speed of Speech with Real-Time Speech-to-Text.

Deployed from the Cloud, Entrada provides efficient real-time documentation for enterprise health systems.

Every provider's workflow is different, and many large, multi-specialty health systems need the flexibility to provide documentation options to its provider base. Where many providers prefer a traditional, dictation-based workflow, others need to quickly capture information directly inside their EHR system within minutes of the patient visit. But pointing-and-clicking through multiple pages and scrolling down long-form templates can be difficult and time-consuming. With Entrada, the provider uses speech-to-text to document directly within EHR fields for immediate documentation completion.

A SINGLE SOLUTION FOR EVERY LOCATION
Unlike other speech solutions, Entrada hosts voice profiles in the cloud, not on a device, which can be used across multiple systems and locations. Ultimately, the voice profile follows the provider, enabling continuous improvement and consistent quality no matter where documentation is being completed.

A FOOTPRINT AS LIGHT AS THE CLOUD
New IT projects can weigh heavily on an enterprise's performance and productivity. Thus, the ability to deploy technology efficiently is incredibly valuable. Entrada's simple web-app downloads in seconds and can be quickly deployed, without dedicated IT resources or additional hardware spend.

ENTERPRISE MANAGEMENT THAT MAKES SENSE
Entrada Real-Time can be customized to recognize an unlimited number of common or unique macros (substitutions). Unlike other solutions, macros can be deployed at the provider level, across departments, or for an entire enterprise - making setup and deployment for administrative staff a breeze.

About Entrada
Entrada is a leading provider of integrated mobile solutions that improve healthcare efficiencies and outcomes. Entrada’s commitment is to protect physician and staff productivity for the next generation of patient care. For more information, please visit www.EntradaHealth.com.